
ADVANTAGES OVER

TRADITIONAL BANKING



Doing traditional money transfers while using a bank account is the most common way in
transferring money today. But when you want to move a large amount of money (ex,
$10,000) then here is where the problems come. Bank monotonize all their transactions and
when doing such a transaction, Your transfer will get blocked and will only continue when
you have a call with the bank and explain to them where the transaction is for, where the
money came from, and you need to talk about your transfer, meanwhile your money is still
stuck in the system. This is the power of centralization. It gives banks too much power over
their own customers

Say goodbye to Money delays

The worst thing that can happen with banking are delays. When you do a transfer in the
weekend or on holidays, your money will get delayed. Pulsechain Cash solves this because of
the underlying blockchain technology (pulsechain). Transactions will always be fast and delays
doesn’t exist. So if you hate money delays, and you will never experience one anymore, Then
Pulsechain Cash could be the right choice for you. Doing a transaction takes only up to 10
seconds. A speed a traditional bank transfer will never achieve.

No more Extra cost for sending money to another country

If you ever have to try to send money to another country, then the bank probably have you
ask for giving them more money for the transfer. The reason you have to pay extra is that you
have to deal with different factors such as: Transfer Fees, Exchange Rate Margins, Receiver-
side Receiving Fees, Additional Fees for Express Transfers and Bank Fees at Correspondent
Banks. Pulsechain Cash eliminate all those factors what makes it superior to fiat currency. You
only pay for gas fees (which cost on an average only $0.06) There will never be extra charges
or other fees for doing an international transaction.

Extra Privacy

The problems with bank is that they are all too centralized. In some cases, they will block your
transaction because it was looking suspicious to them. Not only they monotonize their
transaction, but they can also block customers for accessing their account without giving any
reason. With Pulsechain Cash, you not have worried about such things because the only one
that is operating during a transfer is you and the network. There is no any third parties or
middlemen for blocking your transfer, so this make Pulsechain Cash a better alternative.
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